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Abstract
The omnipotence of copulas when modeling dependence given marg-
inal distributions in a multivariate stochastic situation is assured by
the Sklar’s theorem. Montes et al. (2015) suggest the notion of what
they call an imprecise copula that brings some of its power in bivari-
ate case to the imprecise setting. When there is imprecision about
the marginals, one can model the available information by means of
p-boxes, that are pairs of ordered distribution functions. By anal-
ogy they introduce pairs of bivariate functions satisfying certain con-
ditions. In this paper we introduce the imprecise versions of some
classes of copulas emerging from shock models that are important in
applications. The so obtained pairs of functions are not only imprecise
copulas but satisfy an even stronger condition. The fact that this con-
dition really is stronger is shown in Omladicˇ and Stopar (2019) thus
raising the importance of our results. The main technical difficulty
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in developing our imprecise copulas lies in introducing an appropriate
stochastic order on these bivariate objects.
Keywords. Marshall’s copula, maxmin copula, p-box, imprecise probability,
shock model
1 Introduction
In this paper we propose copulas arising from shock models in the presence
of probabilistic uncertainty, which means that probability distributions are
not necessarily precisely known. Copulas have been introduced in the precise
setting by A. Sklar [59], who considered copulas as functions satisfying certain
conditions – in bivariate case they are functions of two variables C(u, v).
They can be defined equivalently as joint distribution functions of random
vectors with uniform marginals. He proved a two-way theorem: Firstly, given
random variables X and Y with respective marginal distributions F and G
and a copula C, the function C(F (x), G(y)) is a joint distribution of a random
vector (X, Y ) having distributions F and G as its marginals. Secondly, given
a random vector (X, Y ) with joint distribution H(x, y) there exists a copula
C(u, v) such that H(x, y) = C(F (x), G(x)), where F and G are the marginal
distribution functions of the respective random variables X and Y .
There are various reasons for imprecision, such as scarcity of available
information, costs connected to acquiring precise inputs or even inherent un-
certainty related to phenomena under consideration. Ignoring imprecision
may lead to deceptive conclusions and consequentially to harmful decisions,
especially if the conclusions are backed by seemingly precise outputs. The
theories of imprecise probabilities that have been developed in recent decades
aim at providing methods whose results would faithfully reflect the impre-
cision of input information. The probabilistic imprecision is quite often de-
scribed with sets of possible probability distributions, consistent with the
available information, instead of a single precise distribution. The sets are
represented by various types of constraints, ranging from the most general
lower and upper previsions to more specific lower and upper probabilities,
p-boxes, belief and possibility functions, and other models.
In recent years, methods of imprecise probabilities [2] have been applied to
various areas of probabilistic modelling, such as stochastic processes [8, 60],
game theory [41, 43], reliability theory [7, 48, 64, 68], decision theory [24, 42,
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61], financial risk theory [52, 65] and others. However, it is only recently that
imprecise models involving copulas have been proposed. Montes et al. [44]
introduce the concept of an imprecise copula and connect it to the theory
of bivariate p-boxes [53] (an extension of univariate p-boxes [20, 62]). A
version of Sklar’s theorem, actually the first part of it (in the order explained
in the first paragraph of this introduction) is stated there. It follows from
their results that the Sklar’s theorem is not fully valid in their approach
to the imprecise case and in this paper we give some more evidence of this
fact. Based on their work we propose an imprecise version of two important
families of copulas induced by shock models. So, the reader is assumed
familiar with the work [44] and general theory of imprecise probabilities.
However, only recently, a new approach appeared [51] that produces a more
general Sklar’s type theorem. The distinction between the two approaches is
fundamental; nevertheless it does not effect our work.
Another application of the theory of copulas to models of imprecise prob-
abilities has been proposed by Schmelzer [55, 57] where copulas are used to
describe the dependence between random sets. As a matter of fact, it turns
out that sets of copulas are needed to describe such dependence instead of
a single copula. Moreover, he also shows in [56] that in the special case of
minitive belief functions Sklar’s theorem actually holds, which means that a
single copula is sufficient to express the dependence relation.
In this paper we restrict ourselves to two families of shock-model induced
copulas, Marshal’s copulas and maxmin copulas, both only in the bivariate
case. These copulas are caused by shock models, i.e. they arise naturally
as models of joint distributions for random variables representing lifetimes
of components affected by shocks. Two types of shocks are considered in
these models, the first type only affects each one of the two components
(the idiosyncratic shocks), while the second one simultaneously affects both
components (the exogenous shock). In the original Marshall’s case (cf. [37]
based on an earlier work of Marshall and Olkin [38]) both types of shocks
cause the component to cease to work immediately. Recently a new family of
copulas has been proposed by Omladicˇ and Ruzˇic´ [49] where the exogenous
(i.e. systemic) shock has a detrimental effect on one of the components and
beneficial effect on the other one.
So, in the precise probability setting one assumes two components whose
lifetimes are random variables denoted by U and V respectively. They may
be affected by three shocks whose occurrence times are denoted by X, Y ,
and Z. The first two shocks affect only the first and the second component
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respectively, while the third shock affects simultaneously both components.
In the case of Marshall’s copulas, each of the three shocks is fatal for the
corresponding component meaning that it causes the component to stop op-
erating. Thus, the lifetimes of both components are equal to
U = min{X,Z} and V = min{Y, Z}. (1)
The maxmin copulas arise from a similar underlying model of shocks, only
that the exogenous shock affects the first component in a beneficial way and
the second one in a detrimental way, so that
U = max{X,Z} and V = min{Y, Z}. (2)
If the respective distribution functions of X and Y are denoted by F and G,
then by the Sklar’s theorem the joint distribution function of random vector
(X, Y ) is C(F,G), where C is the bivariate Marshall’s copula in the first case
and the bivariate maxmin copula in the second case.
The history of copulas, starting with the already mentioned paper of A.
Sklar in 1959 [59], has been too rich to list here all of the references. Let us
limit ourselves to more recent papers related to our investigation, including
those dealing with order statistics [1, 3, 25, 39, 46, 58], those introducing
new classes of copulas [14, 27, 28, 54], the ones connected to non-additive
measures and perturbations [11, 16, 29, 30, 40] and some of those devoted to
other important subjects [4, 14, 21, 22]; the monographs in the area include
[19, 26, 47]. The history of shock models induced copulas started with the
seminal paper by Marshall and Olkin in 1967 [38], as already mentioned,
although they have not worked with copulas yet: they just gave the formulas
for joint distributions of the model in the case of exponential marginals.
Nevertheless, in the half of the century since then it has become the most
cited paper of this theory. A. W. Marshall in 1996 was the first one to
combine this idea with the theory of copulas and found the famous formula
for general marginals that bares his name. A substantial theory on shock
model copulas has developed in the meantime including [5, 6, 15, 23, 34, 45].
The third milestone on the path of shock model induced copulas was made in
2015 by F. Durante, S. Girard and G. Mazo [12, 13] who describe a general
construction principle for copulas based on shock models. In [13] a new
possibility in the research of shock models induced copulas was introduced,
i.e. what they call asymmetric linkage functions (such as “max” and “min”
in (2)) as opposed to symmetric ones in Marshall’s copulas (such as “min”
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and “min” in (1)). One might call these copulas “non-Marshall” shock model
copulas. The first ones of the kind seem to have been introduced in 2016 [49]
followed by [18, 31, 32, 33]. It is perhaps somewhat surprising that the first
citations in engineering papers of this kind of copulas appeared only two
years after the first appearance of the model itself [35, 36].
A comprehensive list of references of concrete applications of shock-based
copulas would be too long to present here, so let us limit ourselves to four of
them, relatively recent ones and in quite different fields. An application in
actuarial sciences is given in [34], in life sciences in [23], both on a relatively
general level, while a true data application in finance and banking is given in
[6], and in hydrology in [17]. True data applications in copula theory depend
also on having access to the appropriate data and means to process them.
The main contribution of this paper is a proposal of the imprecise ver-
sions of the two shock model based copulas described above. Our approach
is by no means the first application of imprecise probabilities to reliability
theory. For an exhaustive review on imprecise reliability, the reader is re-
ferred to [64]. In [63], an approach to common-cause failure models with
imprecise probabilities is proposed. It is based on an idea that is somewhat
similar to our shock models. Thus, in addition to individual failure rates
of components, common rates that cause simultaneous failure for groups of
components are included. Their work then focuses on the estimation of the
underlying parameters, which differs from our more theoretical approach of
modelling dependence between failure times.
In order to achieve our goal, we need to introduce an order on the pairs
of functions generating these copulas, denoted by φ, ψ in the Marshall’s case,
and by φ, χ in the maxmin case. This tool is developed in Section 4, in
Subsection 4.1 for the first pair, in Subsection 4.2 for the second one. We
find a nontrivial way to define an order on the generating functions induced
by the order on p-boxes of the endogenous shocks. The fact that the sec-
ond “linkage” of the maxmin copulas (i.e. the “min”) reverses the order in
the p-box of the corresponding shock, has surprising consequences on the
obtained imprecise copula (viz. Remark 4 at the end of Section 5). The so
obtained bivariate p-box cannot be well represented solely by the infimum
and supremum of its elements as one might expect.
It turns out that the imprecise copulas emerging from our efforts satisfy
not only the definition proposed in Montes et al. [44] but also the following
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stronger condition: An imprecise copula is coherent if
C = inf{C : C is a copula s.t. C ≤ C ≤ C}
and
C = sup{C : C is a copula s.t. C ≤ C ≤ C}.
We refer the interested reader to Omladicˇ and Stopar [50] (cf. also [51])
for more details on this condition and the proof that it really is stronger.
Namely, they give an example of an imprecise copula (C,C) according to
the definition of [44] such that the set {C : C is a copula s.t. C ≤ C ≤ C} is
empty. In the light of this fact our results are gaining an additional value.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brings the preliminaries
on copulas and on the imprecise setting. Section 3 presents an overview
of Marshall’s copulas and maxmin copulas. Section 4 develops the main
tools needed in the paper and Section 5 stages the main results. We give a
detailed description on the imprecise copulas obtained from the shock models
with imprecise endogenous shocks for both Marshall’s type of shock models
(Theorem 3) and for the maxmin type ot these models (Theorem 4).
2 Imprecise distribution functions and copu-
las
2.1 Copulas
Copulas present a very convenient tool for modeling dependence of random
variables free of their marginal distributions – only when one inserts these
distributions into a copula, they turn into a joint distribution.
Definition 1. A function C : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1] is called a copula if it
satisfies the following conditions:
(C1) C(u, 0) = C(0, v) = 0 for every u, v ∈ [0, 1];
(C2) C(u, 1) = u and C(1, v) = v for every u, v ∈ [0, 1];
(C3) C(u2, v2) − C(u1, v2) − C(u2, v1) + C(u1, v1) > 0 for every 0 6 u1 6
u2 6 1 and 0 6 v1 6 v2 6 1.
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Theorem 1 (Sklar’s theorem). Let F : R × R → [0, 1], where R = R ∪
{−∞,∞}, be a bivariate distribution function with marginals FX and FY .
Then there exists a copula C such that
F (x, y) = C(FX(x), FY (y)) for all (x, y) ∈ R× R; (3)
and conversely, given any copula C and a pair of distribution functions FX
and FY , equation (3) defines a bivariate distribution function.
2.2 Coherent lower and upper probabilities, p-boxes
We first introduce briefly the basic concepts and ideas of imprecise probability
models. For a detailed treatment, the reader is referred to [2, 66]. Let Ω be
a possibility space, and A a collection of its subsets, called events. Usually
we assume A to be an algebra, but not necessarily a σ-algebra.
The concept of precise probability on the measurable space (Ω,A) can
be generalised by allowing probabilities of events in A to be given in terms
of intervals [P (A), P (A)] rather than precise values. The functions P 6 P
are mapping events to their lower and upper probability bounds and are
respectively called lower and upper probabilities1. If A is an algebra (or at
least closed for complements), then the following conjugacy relation between
lower and upper probabilities is usually required:
P (A) = 1− P (Ac) for every A ∈ A. (4)
To every pair of lower and upper probabilities P and P we can also associate
the set
M = {P : P is a finitely additive probability on A, P 6 P 6 P}.
It is clear from the above definition that P ≤ P is a necessary condition for
the set M to be non-empty.
Another central question regarding a pair of lower and upper probabilities
is whether the bounds are pointwise limits of the elements in M:
P (A) = inf
P∈M
P (A), P (A) = sup
P∈M
P (A) for everyA ∈ A.
1Lower and upper probabilities are a special case of even more general lower and upper
previsions [66].
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If the above conditions are satisfied, P and P are said to be coherent lower
and upper probabilities respectively. In the case of coherence, the conjugacy
condition (4) is automatically fulfilled, which among others means that if a
lower probability P is coherent, then it uniquely determines the correspond-
ing upper probability.
A simple characterization of coherence in terms of the properties of P and
P does not seem to be known in literature. Below we give some necessary
conditions. A pair P and P of coherent lower and upper probabilities satisfies
the following properties:
(i) 0 6 P (A) 6 P (A) 6 1 for every A ∈ A.
(ii) If A ⊆ B, then P (A) 6 P (B) and P (A) 6 P (B). (Monotonicity)
(iii) P (A ∪B) > P (A) + P (B). (Superadditivity)
Instead of the full structure of probability spaces, we are often concerned
only with the distribution functions of specific random variables. The set of
relevant events where the probabilities have to be given then shrinks con-
siderably. In the precise case, a single distribution function F describes the
distribution of a random variable X, which gives the probabilities of the
events of the form {X 6 x}. Thus F (x) = P (X 6 x). Sometimes we will
also consider the corresponding survival function, which we will denote by
Fˆ (x) = 1− F (x) = P (X > x), which is decreasing and positive.
In the imprecise case, the probabilities of the above form are replaced
by the corresponding lower (and upper) probabilities, resulting in sets of
distribution functions called p-boxes [20, 62]. A p-box is a pair (F , F ) of
distribution functions with F 6 F , where F (x) = P (X 6 x) and F (x) =
P (X 6 x). To every p-box we associate the set of all distribution functions
with the values between the bounds:
F(F ,F ) = {F : F is a distribution function, F 6 F 6 F}.
Clearly, F(F ,F ) is a convex set of distribution functions. Conversely, since
supremum and infimum of any set of distribution functions are themselves
distribution functions, every set of distribution functions generates a p-box
containing the original set.
In the theory of imprecise probabilities, precise probability denotes a
probability measure that is finitely additive, and not necessarily σ-additive,
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as is the case in most models using classical probabilities. As far as distri-
bution functions and p-boxes are concerned, this implies that a distribution
function is any increasing, or more precisely non-decreasing function, map-
ping R to [0, 1]. This is in contrast with the σ-additive case, where distri-
bution functions are cadlag, i.e. continuous from the right; and their corre-
sponding survival functions are then caglad, i.e. continuous from the left. No
such continuity assumptions can therefore be made neither for distribution
functions nor for the bounds of p-boxes.
2.3 Bivariate p-boxes
Here we are interested in joint probability distributions that are modeled by
bivariate distribution functions in the imprecise setting. Such modeling is
described in [44, 53]. The following basic results can be found in the latter
reference.
Definition 2. A map F : R× R→ [0, 1] is called standardized if
(i) it is componentwise increasing: F (x1, y) 6 F (x2, y) and F (x, y1) 6
F (x, y2) whenever x1 6 x2 and y1 6 y2 and for all x, y ∈ R;
(ii) F (−∞, y) = F (x,−∞) = 0 for every x, y ∈ R;
(iii) F (∞,∞) = 1.
If in addition,
(iv) F (x2, y2)−F (x1, y2)−F (x2, y1) +F (x1, y1) > 0 for every x1 6 x2 and
y1 6 y2,
then it is called a bivariate distribution function.
A pair (F , F ) of standardized functions, where F 6 F , is called a bivariate
p-box.
Notice that the bounds of a bivariate p-box do not need to be bivariate
distribution functions themselves, as a supremum or infimum of bivariate dis-
tribution functions does not need to have this property. Further, a bivariate
p-box is said to be coherent if its bounds F and F are the lower and upper
envelopes respectively of the set of bivariate distribution functions
F(F ,F ) = {F : R×R→ [0, 1], F is a bivariate distribution function, F 6 F 6 F}.
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Note that the above set could in some cases be empty. In general, there is
also no clear characterization of coherent bivariate p-boxes in terms of the
properties of the bounds. This makes bivariate p-boxes substantially different
from the univariate ones. Yet, this seems completely normal for imprecise
probability models, where the bounds are usually not of the same type as
probability distributions they bound.
For every coherent bivariate p-box the following conditions hold for every
x1 6 x2 and y1 6 y2:
(i) F (x2, y2) + F (x1, y1)− F (x2, y1)− F (x1, y2) > 0;
(ii) F (x2, y2) + F (x1, y1)− F (x2, y1)− F (x1, y2) > 0;
(iii) F (x2, y2) + F (x1, y1)− F (x2, y1)− F (x1, y2) > 0;
(iv) F (x2, y2) + F (x1, y1)− F (x2, y1)− F (x1, y2) > 0;
Clearly, a pair of bivariate distribution functions F 6 F forms a coherent
bivariate p-box, as the bounds are reached by F and F themselves.
2.4 Imprecise copulas
The extension of copulas to imprecise probabilities in the way we use it in this
paper is introduced by Montes et al. [44], where also a partial generalization
of Sklar’s theorem is given. An imprecise copula is defined as follows.
Definition 3. A pair (C,C) of functions C and C mapping [0, 1]× [0, 1] to
[0, 1] is called an imprecise copula if
(i) C(u, 0) = C(0, v) = 0, C(1, v) = v, C(u, 1) = u for every u, v ∈ [0, 1];
(ii) C(u, 0) = C(0, v) = 0, C(1, v) = v, C(u, 1) = u for every u, v ∈ [0, 1];
(iii) for every 0 6 u1 6 u2 6 1 and 0 6 v1 6 v2 6 1:
(IC1) C(u2, v2) + C(u1, v1)− C(u2, v1)− C(u1, v2) > 0;
(IC2) C(u2, v2) + C(u1, v1)− C(u2, v1)− C(u1, v2) > 0;
(IC3) C(u2, v2) + C(u1, v1)− C(u2, v1)− C(u1, v2) > 0;
(IC4) C(u2, v2) + C(u1, v1)− C(u2, v1)− C(u1, v2) > 0;
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It follows from (iii) of the above definition that C 6 C, which is an
important property used throughout the paper, but might not be obvious
from the definition at first sight.
It follows from Definition 1 that an imprecise copula is a bivariate p-box
with the marginals that are both uniformly distributed on the unit interval.
Imprecise copulas seem to be in a close relationship with sets of (precise)
copulas. Thus, given a non-empty set of copulas C, its upper and lower
bounds
C(u, v) = inf
C∈C
C(u, v) (5)
C(u, v) = sup
C∈C
C(u, v) (6)
form an imprecise copula. Conversely, to any imprecise copula (C,C) a set
of copulas
C = {C : C copula s.t. C 6 C 6 C}. (7)
can be assigned. The authors of [44] propose a question, whether the lower
and upper bounds of this set yield respectively C and C back. A (nontrivial)
counterexample to that question was given in Omladicˇ and Stopar [50]. So,
we will say (just for the purpose of this paper) that an imprecise copula
(C,C) is coherent if for the set C defined by (7) relations (5) and (6) are
satisfied. Observe that our definition of coherence on imprecise copulas is
analogous to coherence of bivariate p-boxes defined in Subsection 2.3. We
will show in the sequel that all imprecise copulas induced by shock models
are automatically coherent.
2.5 An imprecise version of the Sklar’s theorem
The situation described by Sklar’s theorem includes a pair of marginal dis-
tributions FX and FY and a copula C, together generating a bivariate distri-
bution function F = C(FX , FY ). In the imprecise case, the marginals would
be replaced by p-boxes (FX , FX) and (F Y , F Y ) to which an imprecise copula
(C,C) is applied.
Theorem 2 (Imprecise Sklar’s theorem ( [44])). Let (FX , FX) and (F Y , F Y )
be two univariate p-boxes and C a non-empty set of copulas, with the pointwise
lower and upper bounds (C,C) (see (5) and (6)) forming an imprecise copula.
Then the functions
F = C(FX , F Y ) and F = C(FX , F Y ) (8)
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determine a coherent bivariate p-box.
The converse of the above theorem does not hold in general. That is,
let a bivariate p-box (F , F ) with the marginals (FX , FX) and (F Y , F Y ) be
given. There may be no imprecise copula (C,C) so that (8) holds. Some
evidence of this fact was given in [44] and some more will be presented in the
following sections. However, recently Omladicˇ and Stopar [51] use a slightly
different approach to bivariate p-boxes they call restricted bivariate p-box
that enables them to get a much more general Sklar-type theorem in the
imprecise setting.
2.6 Independent random variables
In the case where probability distributions are known imprecisely, several
distinct concepts of independence exist, such as epistemic irrelevance, epis-
temic independence and strong independence (see e.g. [9, 10]). However, as
long as p-boxes are concerned, all these notions result in the factorization
property, defined as follows.
In Montes et al. [44], the following construction is proposed. Let p-boxes
(FX , FX) and (F Y , F Y ) be given, corresponding to random variables X and
Y . Further, let P be a coherent lower probability2 on the product space
of the domains of X and Y , that is factorising, which means that a form
of independence between X and Y holds. It is also shown that it does
not really matter which independence concept is used if only bivariate p-
boxes are studied, so that we will simply say in such cases that the random
variables under consideration are independent. Then P induces the bivariate
p-box (F , F ), where F (x, y) = FX(x)F Y (y) and F (x, y) = FX(x)F Y (y),
which is coherent and whose associated set of distribution functions F(F ,F )
contains all product distribution functions FXFY , where FX 6 FX 6 FX
and F Y 6 FY 6 F Y . This construction justifies the following definition.
Definition 4. Let a pair of p-boxes (FX , FX) and (F Y , F Y ) correspond to
the distributions of random variables X and Y . The bivariate p-box (F , F )
is factorizing if
F (x, y) = FX(x)F Y (y)
F (x, y) = FX(x)F Y (y).
2In the original paper, a coherent lower prevision, which is a more general model, is
used.
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Thus a bivariate p-box corresponding to the bivariate distribution of a
pair of independent random variables is factorizing, regardless of the type of
independence.
3 Marshall’s copulas and maxmin copulas re-
visited
In this section we describe the two important families of copulas that are
used to model the dependence between the pairs of random variables (1)
and (2) described in the introduction. Observe that this section assumes
the historical setting of the shock-based copulas which means in particular
that all random variables are cadlag. However, from Section 4 on all the
cumulative distribution functions will be assumed monotone only.
3.1 Marshall’s copulas
Copulas of the form
CMφ,ψ(u, v) =
{
uvmin
{
φ(u)
u
, ψ(v)
v
}
, uv > 0;
0, uv = 0,
where
(P1) φ and ψ are two non-decreasing real valued maps on [0, 1];
(P2) φ(0) = ψ(0) = 0 and φ(1) = ψ(1) = 1;
(P3) φ∗(u) =
φ(u)
u
: (0, 1] → [1,∞] and ψ∗(v) = ψ(v)
v
: (0, 1] → [1,∞] are
non-increasing,
are called Marshall’s copulas and are well known to model the dependence
between the pair of random variables (1) described in the introduction. The
following proposition gives the stochastic interpretation for the Marshall’s
copulas and explains the role of the function parameters φ and ψ. The
proofs can be found in the original Marshall’s paper [37].
Proposition 1. Let X, Y, Z be independent random variables with corre-
sponding distribution functions FX , FY and FZ. Define U = max{X,Z} and
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V = max{Y, Z} and let F and G denote their respective distribution func-
tions. Furthermore, let H be the bivariate joint distribution function of the
pair (U, V ). Then:
(i) F = FXFZ and G = FY FZ.
(ii) A pair of functions φ and ψ satisfying (P1)–(P3) exists, so that FX(x) =
φ(F (x)) for all x, where F (x) > 0, and FY (y) = ψ(G(y)) for all y,
where G(y) > 0.
(iii) FZ =
F
FX
=
F
φ(F )
=
G
FY
=
G
ψ(G)
, where the expressions are defined.
(iv) H(x, y) = CMφ,ψ(F (x), G(y)).
(v) φ∗ ◦ F = ψ∗ ◦G.
Observations:
1. We first observe that Conditions (P1) and (P2) mean that functions
φ and ψ are distribution functions (if they are cadlag). However, it
turns that together with (P3) they are actually continuous which is
more than cadlag (see e.g.[49]). Condition (P3) yields the fact that
they have a reverse hazard rate which is smaller than that of a uniform
random variable on [0, 1].
2. According to Proposition 1(iii), function φ is a distribution function
which composed with U yields X and similarly for ψ, V and Y .
3. Some more stochastic interpretations of the two functions are given in
Proposition 1(iv) and (v).
4. We shall not go into all the details. However, let us point out that
Marshall in his paper [37] gives a number of examples warning against
overuse of the model to which one is inclined to in view of the suppos-
edly omnipotent Sklar’s theorem. In particular, only marginals satisfy-
ing the conditions of this proposition are allowed into Marshall’s copula
if we want to maintain the stochastic interpretation we started with.
These facts lead our way towards generalizing Marshall’s copulas in the im-
precise setting. In doing so, we need to keep the stochastic interpretation in
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terms of shock models in power, yet we need to do it in an imprecise way.
Here is a historical example due to Marshall and Olkin [38] which has been
definitely applied the most in the area; some of the recent applications have
been cited in the introduction. An example of stochastic interpretation will
be given in Subsection 3.3 in order to help an interested reader understand
the interplay of shocks in different shock induced models.
Example 1. If the occurrence of shocks in the model is governed by inde-
pendent Poisson processes (a situation that often happens in practice), then,
as it turns out, we get X, Y and Z to be independent with the following
distribution functions:
FX(x) = 1− e−λx, for x > 0 and 0 for x < 0;
FY (y) = 1− e−ηy, for y > 0 and 0 for y < 0;
FZ(x) =
{
0, if x < µ;
1, if x > µ,
where λ, η and µ are some positive constants, actually they are the param-
eters of the underlying Poisson processes. Further, let U = max{X,Z} and
V = max{Y, Z}. Their distribution functions are then equal to
F (x) =
{
1− e−λx if x > µ;
0 elsewhere;
G(y) =
{
1− e−ηy if y > µ;
0 elsewhere.
Marshall’s copula CMφ,ψ modeling the dependence between U and V is then
generated by the functions
φ(u) =

0 if u = 0;
1− e−λµ if 0 < u < 1− e−λµ;
u 1− e−λµ 6 u 6 1.
(9)
and
ψ(v) =

0 if v = 0;
1− e−ηµ if 0 6 v < 1− e−ηµ;
v 1− e−ηµ 6 v 6 1.
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Note that the above functions are only unique on imF ∪ {0} and imG ∪ {0}
respectively.
3.2 Maxmin copulas
Another family of copulas related to Marshall’s copulas are the so called
maxmin copulas introduced recently by Omladicˇ and Ruzˇic´ [49]. They have
been shown to model the dependence between the pair of random vari-
ables (2), whose stochastic interpretation is described in the introduction.
A maxmin copula depends on two maps φ and χ : [0, 1] → [0, 1], satisfying
the properties:
(F1) φ(0) = χ(0) = 0 and φ(1) = χ(1) = 1;
(F2) φ and χ are non-decreasing;
(F3) φ∗(u) =
φ(u)
u
: (0, 1] → [1,∞] and χ∗(w) = 1− χ(w)
w − χ(w) : [0, 1] → [1,∞]
are non-increasing.
A maxmin copula is a map CMM : [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ [0, 1] defined by
CMMφ,χ(u,w) = uw + min{u(1− w), (φ(u)− u)(w − χ(w))}.
The following proposition gives the stochastic representation of the maxmin
copulas and explains the role of functions φ and χ. The proofs can be found
in Omladicˇ and Ruzˇic´ [49].
Proposition 2. Let independent random variables X, Y and Z be given with
respective distribution functions FX , FY and FZ. Define
3 U = max{X,Z}
and W = min{Y, Z} and let F,K denote the distribution functions of U and
W respectively. Let H be the joint distribution function of (U,W ). Then:
(i) F (x) = FX(x)FZ(x) and K(y) = FY (y) + FZ(y)− FY (y)FZ(y).
(ii) A pair of functions φ and χ satisfying (F1)–(F3) exists, so that FX(x) =
φ(F (x)) for all x, where F (x) > 0 and FY (y) = χ(K(y)) for all y, where
K(y) < 1.
(iii) H(x, y) = CMMφ,χ(F (x), K(y)).
3Note that U is the same as in Proposition 1.
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(iv) φ∗ ◦ F = χ∗ ◦K.
(v) In terms of survival functions instead of distribution functions, the
second equation in (i) assumes the following equivalent form Kˆ(y) =
FˆY (y)FˆZ(y).
When comparing the Marshall’s and maxmin models, we observe that the
function φ is defined in an analogous way corresponding to the underlying
variables X, Y , and Z while ψ and χ are defined differently, actually they
are defined each in an opposite way to the other. Observe as above that
functions ψ and χ are necessarily continuous.
Let us first give an adjustment of the classical Marshall-Olkin example
to the maxmin case. Some more stochastic interpretation for both types of
copulas will be given in Subsection 3.3.
Example 2. Let X, Y and Z be as in Example 1 and take W = min{Y, Z}.
The distribution function of W is then
K(y) =

0 if y < 0;
1− e−ηy if 0 6 y < µ;
1 if µ 6 y.
The maxmin copula CMMφ,χ modelling the dependence between U and W is
then generated by φ as in (9) and
χ(w) =

w if 0 6 w < 1− e−ηµ;
1− e−ηµ if 1− e−ηµ 6 w < 1;
1 if w = 1,
which is again unique only on imK ∪ {0}.
3.3 Stochastic interpretation of shock model copulas
We present in Figure 14 stochastic interpretation of a possible concrete shock
model example. On the first image possible distribution functions of three
independent shocks are given: FX , FY , and FZ . The second image (the left
hand one in the second row) gives the distribution functions of the resulting
4These images were created with the help of Mathematica [67].
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component functions in the Marshall’s case. The third image (the right
hand one of the second row) gives the distribution functions of the resulting
component functions in the maxmin case. The fact that the global shock
acts beneficiary on the second component W in the maxmin case results in
a clear stochastic improvement in its behavior (i.e., the graph of FW is way
above the graph of FU) compared to the component V in the Marshall’s case
(i.e., the graph of FV is almost always below the graph of FU) – here U is
the same on both second row images and the graph of FU may be seen as a
prototype for stochastic behaviour of a component.
FY
FX
FZ
x
1
FU
FV
x
1
FU
FW
x
1
Figure 1: Stochastic interpretation of a possible shock model realization: the
Marshall’s and the maxmin case
The pair of functions φ, ψ are sometimes called the generators or gener-
ating functions of the Marshall’s copula. Similarly, the pair of functions φ, χ
are called the generators or generating functions of the maxmin copula. Al-
though they are thought of as functions generating the two respective copulas
independently of the marginals that one can insert into either of the copulas,
let us emphasize again that their stochastic interpretation can only be given
in the situation described here. So, in the case of Marshall’s shock model
only in this situation the generating functions φ and ψ can be stochastically
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interpreted as distribution functions of respective stochastic components of
the system conditionally given that the two shocks are independent and dis-
tributed uniformly on [0, 1]. Similarly in the case of maxmin shock model the
generating functions φ and χ have the stochastic interpretation of distribu-
tion functions of respective stochastic components of the system conditionally
given that the two shocks are independent and distributed uniformly on [0, 1]
only in the situation described.
Consequently, it is imminent that the imprecise setting goes deeper than
just copulas, it has to be determined out of the mutual behavior of shocks.
4 Order relations generated by shock models
This section is devoted to extending the theory presented in Section 3 to
the imprecise setting, i.e. without assuming that the underlying distribution
functions are cadlag.
Let us recall briefly some details on the pairs of generating functions
φ, ψ, and φ, χ (cf. [49]). The first two are defined as functions satisfying
(P1)–(P3) such that FX = φ(F ) and FY = ψ(G), where F = FXFZ and
G = FY FZ . This follows from the fact that F is the distribution function
of U = max{X,Z} and G is the distribution function of V = max{Y, Z}.
Similarly φ, χ are defined as functions satisfying (F1)–(F3) such that FX =
φ(F ) and FY = χ(K), where K = FY + FZ − FY FZ . In the background
this time are the distribution functions F of U = max{X,Z} and K of
V = min{Y, Z}. It has been shown in [49] that these relations uniquely
determine φ, ψ and χ on imF, imG, and imK respectively.
Our ultimate goal is to consider the case where the variablesX and Y have
imprecise distributions, i.e. given in terms of p-boxes. We therefore need to
analyse how the order relations 6 implied by p-boxes (FX , FX) and (F Y , F Y )
translate to the order relations on the corresponding bivariate distributions,
leading to the bivariate p-boxes and related copulas. So, the question is
how the order on distribution functions F ′X 6 FX and F ′Y 6 FY , transmits
to order relation 6 on the corresponding pairs of generating functions φ, ψ
in the case of Marshall’s copulas, respectively φ, χ in the case of maxmin
copulas. As the construction for ψ is essentially the same as the one for φ,
we will analyse only the cases of φ and χ.
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4.1 Order relations for Marshall’s copulas
Here we denote by f(x+), respectively f(x−), the right limit, respectively the
left limit of a monotone (increasing) function f at x; observe that existence
of these limits follows by monotonicity of the function. For distribution
functions FX and FZ let F = FXFZ . Choose a u ∈ (0, 1) and let x0 be any
value such that F (x0−) 6 u 6 F (x0+). Furthermore, let us introduce
u− = FX(x0−)FZ(x0−) = F (x0−) ul = FX(x0−)FZ(x0)
u+ = FX(x0+)FZ(x0+) = F (x0+) uu = FX(x0+)FZ(x0)
and define
φ(u) =

0 if u = 0;
FX(x0−) if u− 6 u 6 ul;
u
FZ(x0)
if ul 6 u 6 uu;
FX(x0+) if uu 6 u 6 u+;
1 if u = 1.
(10)
We will show in Proposition 3(iii) that this definition fulfills the requirement
that FX = φ(F ). However, this requirement does not determine function
φ uniquely in general, only the values on the image of U are determined.
A possible definition, based on the extension from the image to the entire
interval [0, 1] via the linear interpolation technique, has been proposed in
[49]. This extension, however is not suitable for our purpose, because (a) it
assumes distribution functions to be cadlag, while our distribution functions
are monotone only in accordance with the usual assumption in the p-box
approach, and (b) the order on distribution functions such as FX is not
preserved to the corresponding generating functions φ.
Proposition 3. Let FX , FZ be given, and let F = FXFZ. If φ is defined by
(10), then
(i) φ is well defined;
(ii) φ is continuous;
(iii) φ(F (x)) = FX(x) for every x ∈ R such that F (x) > 0;
(iv) φ is non-decreasing;
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(v) φ∗(u) =
φ(u)
u
is non-increasing.
Proof. To see (i) choose u ∈ (0, 1) and assume that for some real values
x0 < x1 we have F (x0−) 6 u 6 F (x0+) and F (x1−) 6 u 6 F (x1+).
This is only possible if F (x0+) = u = F (x1−), which also means that
FX(x0+) = FX(x1−) = φ(u). Note also that ul
FZ(x0)
= FX(x0−) and
uu
FZ(x0)
= FX(x0+), which means that φ is also well defined within every
interval [u−, u+].
To prove (ii), first observe that φ is continuous within every interval
[u−, u+]. It is also clear that φ(F (x0−)) = φ(F (x0−)−) = FX(x0−) and
φ(F (x0+)) = φ(F (x0+)+) = FX(x0+), which makes φ continuous every-
where on (0, 1).
Now choose an x such that F (x) = FX(x)FZ(x) > 0. Then clearly,
FZ(x) > 0. Moreover, F (x) ∈ [FX(x−)FZ(x), FX(x+)FZ(x)] = [ul, uu],
whence φ(F (x)) =
F (x)
FZ(x)
= FX(x), which confirms (iii).
Next choose an u < u′. Then for the corresponding x0 and x′0 we clearly
have that x0 6 x′0. In the case where x0 = x′0, φ(u) 6 φ(u′) follows directly
from (10). If x0 < x
′
0, then we have that φ(u) 6 FX(x0+) 6 FX(x′0−) 6
φ(u′), which proves (iv).
To show (v) we choose u < u′ as above. Now clearly, φ∗ is non-increasing
on the intervals [u−, u+] and [u′−, u
′
+], whence φ
∗(u) > φ∗(u′) if x0 = x′0. If
x0 < x
′
0, then we have
φ∗(u) > φ∗(u+) =
FX(x0+)
FX(x0+)FZ(x0+)
=
1
FZ(x0+)
> 1
FZ(x′0−)
= φ∗(u′−) > φ∗(u′).
Lemma 1. Let F ′X 6 FX and FZ be given, and let F = FXFZ and F ′ =
F ′XFZ. Then φ
′ 6 φ, where φ′ and φ are defined by applying (10) to F ′X and
FX respectively.
Proof. Let u ∈ (0, 1), x0, and x1 be such that F (x0−) 6 u 6 F (x0+) and
F ′(x1−) 6 u 6 F ′(x1+). Since F ′ 6 F , we may assume that x0 6 x1. We
consider two cases.
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Case 1 : x0 = x1. In this case we have that F
′
X(x0−) 6 FX(x0−) and
F ′X(x0+) 6 FX(x0+). Define
φ0(u) = min
{
FX(x0+),max
{
u
FZ(x0)
, FX(x0−)
}}
and similarly for φ′0. Then clearly φ(u) = φ0(u) 6 φ′0(u) = φ′(u) and the
desired conclusion follows.
Case 2 : x0 < x1. Define a distribution function F
u by
F u(x) =
{
φ(u)FZ(x) if x0 6 x 6 x1
F (x) otherwise.
To see that F u is indeed a distribution function note that F u is clearly non-
decreasing on (x0, x1) and
F u(x0+) > φ(u)FZ(x0) > FX(x0−)FZ(x0) > F (x0−) = F u(x0−)
and
F u(x1−) 6 φ(u)FZ(x1) 6 FX(x0+)FZ(x1)
6 FX(x1+)FZ(x1) 6 F (x1+) = F u(x1+).
Everywhere else F u coincides with F , which is a distribution function.
We now show that
φu(u) 6 φ(u), (11)
where φu is obtained from F u in the same way as φ was obtained from F .
We first consider the case where u− 6 u 6 uu. Then φ(u) >
u
FZ(x0)
, whence
F u(x0+) > φ(u)FZ(x0) > u, and
F u(x0+) = φ(u)FZ(x0+) 6 FX(x0+)FZ(x0+) = F (x0+).
Since, clearly, F u(x0−) = F (x0−), we can use the argument of Case 1 to get
(11).
Secondly, if uu 6 u 6 u+, then we have that φ(u) = FX(x0+) and define
u′ = F u(x1) = φ(u)FZ(x1) = FX(x0+)FZ(x1) > FX(x0+)FZ(x0+) = u+ > u.
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By monotonicity of φ and φu, and the fact that u′ ∈ imF u, we then have
that
φu(u) 6 φu(u′) = u
′
FZ(x1)
=
FX(x0+)FZ(x1)
FZ(x1)
= FX(x0+) = φ(u).
so that (11) holds again.
We now also prove that
φ′(u) 6 φu(u). (12)
To see this, first notice that F ′(x1+) 6 F (x1+) = F u(x1+). Next we want
to show that also
F ′(x1−) 6 F u(x1−)
By the choice of x1 we observe that F
′(x1−) 6 u. To see that F u(x1−) > u,
first consider the case when u 6 uu, so that φ(u) >
u
FZ(x0)
, and consequently
F u(x1−) = φ(u)FZ(x1−) > u
FZ(x0)
FZ(x1−) > u,
since clearly, FZ(x1−) > FZ(x0). Now, if u > uu, then φ(u) = F (x0+), and
therefore
F u(x1−) = FX(x0+)FZ(x1−) > FX(x0+)FZ(x0+) = u+ > u.
We have thus shown that both F u(x1+) > F ′(x1+) and F u(x1−) >
F ′(x1−), whence by applying the argument of Case 1 of this proof, we derive
Inequality (12). Together with (11) this implies the desired conclusion φ(u) >
φ′(u) and completes the proof.
Observations:
1. Due to the symmetry between φ and ψ everything that was done in
this subsection for distribution functions FX and FZ in relation to them
giving rise to the generating function φ, holds also for distribution
functions FY and FZ in relation to them giving rise to the generating
function ψ.
2. Using the techniques prepared in this Subsection we can see that Propo-
sition 1 remains valid in the imprecise case. Indeed, Item (i) is simply
given by definition, Item (ii) follows by Proposition 3(iii), and the rest
of it follows easily form these two facts, using also the above Observa-
tion 1.
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3. We have thus seen that Marshall’s copulas are technically exactly the
same objects in the imprecise setting as in the classical approach, we
only need to be careful in choosing the right generators. Additional
care has to be taken about the order and for that we need Lemma 1.
4.2 Order relations for maxmin copulas
In this subsection we consider distribution functions FY , FZ and K = FY +
FZ − FY FZ . Observe that the way the ordered distribution functions FX
and FZ give rise to ordered functions φ is exactly the same as in Subsection
4.1. It remains to determine how ordered distribution functions FY and
K determine the corresponding ordered generating functions χ of maxmin
copulas using the defining relation χ(K) = FY of χ.
To avoid repeating the tedious procedures from the previous section for
this case, we use the transformation that translates our case to the one anal-
ysed there. Let for every distribution function F define its reverse distribu-
tion function F r(x) = 1− F (−x). It is easy to verify that
Kr = F rY F
r
Z .
We are introducing notation F r and the term reverse distribution function
only for the sake of simplifying the procedure of this subsection. (Observe
in passing that F 7→ F r sends a cadlag function to a caglad function, while
a monotone nondecreasing function, like the distribution functions we are
dealing with, is sent simply to a monotone nondecreasing function.) Now
it only remains to translate the expressions used in the previous section.
First take the equation u = Kr(x), which becomes w = K(y) by replacing
w = 1 − u and y = −x. Thus, given a w ∈ (0, 1) we let y0 to be any value
such that K(y0−) 6 w 6 K(y0+). Definition (10) now directly translates
into:
χ(w) =

0 if w = 0;
FY (y0−) if w− 6 w 6 wl;
w − FZ(y0)
1− FZ(y0) if wl 6 w 6 wu;
FY (y0+) if wu 6 w 6 w+;
1 if w = 1,
(13)
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where
w− = FY (y0−) + FZ(y0−)− FY (y0−)FZ(y0−) = K(y0−)
wl = FY (y0−) + FZ(y0)− FY (y0−)FZ(y0)
w+ = FY (y0+) + FZ(y0+)− FY (y0+)FZ(y0+) = K(y0+)
wu = FY (y0−) + FZ(y0)− FY (y0−)FZ(y0).
In fact, we could write directly, that
χ(w) = 1− φr(1− w), (14)
where φr satisfying φr(Kr) = F rY is obtained as in the previous section.
Moreover, we note that the following relation also holds:
1
χ∗(w)
= 1− 1
φr∗(1− w) , (15)
which among others shows that if φr∗ is nonincreasing, so is χ∗.
Thus, we can state the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Let FY , FZ and K = FY + FZ − FY FZ be given and let χ be
defined by (13). Then
(i) χ is well defined;
(ii) χ is continuous;
(iii) χ(K(y)) = FY (y) for every y ∈ R such that K(y) < 1;
(iv) χ is non-decreasing;
(v) χ∗(w) =
1− χ(w)
w − χ(w) is non-increasing.
Lemma 2. Let F ′Y 6 FY and FZ be given, and let K = FY + FZ − FY FZ
and K ′ = F ′Y + F
′
Z − F ′Y F ′Z. Then χ′ 6 χ, where χ′ and χ are defined by
applying (13) to F ′Y and FY respectively.
Proof. Note that F ′Y 6 FY implies F r′Y > F rY , and therefore, by Lemma 1,
φr′ > φr, and by the relation (14) this implies that χ′ 6 χ.
Observations:
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1. The generating function φ is treated simply via the methods of Sub-
section 4.1.
2. We see that using Corollary 1 and Observation 1 we conclude the va-
lidity of Proposition 2 in the imprecise setting.
3. We conclude also in this case that maxmin copulas as objects are the
same in the imprecise setting as they were in the classical case, we only
need to be careful about the definition of the generators, while their
order is being taken care of by Lemma 2.
4.3 Associated generating functions
Let FX , FY and FZ , and also F,G and K be as in Subsections 4.1 and 4.2,
and let φ, ψ, and χ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be such that φ(F ) = FX , ψ(G) = FY
and χ(K) = FY . If they also satisfy the corresponding Conditions (P1)–
(P3) and (F1)–(F3), then we will say that the triple (φ, ψ, χ) is associated
to the corresponding F,G, and K given FZ , or simply that it is associated
to the triple (FX , FY , FZ). We will also say that a single function φ, ψ or
χ is associated to a triple (FX , FY , FZ) if it satisfies the above conditions.
Note that in general there may be multiple generating functions associated
to some triple of distribution functions. Namely, the above requirements
only determine their values on the images of the corresponding distribution
functions.
Let a triple of distribution functions (FX , FY , FZ) be given and let Φ,
respectively Ψ, respectively X, be sets of generating functions φ, respectively
ψ, respectively χ, so that all triples (φ, ψ, χ) are associated to (FX , FY , FZ).
Denote φmin = infφ∈Φ φ and φmax = supφ∈Φ φ and adjoin these two functions
to Φ without changing its notation (this might be an abuse of notation in case
that the two functions had not belonged to the set to start with). Similarly,
we adjoin ψmin and ψmax the respective infimum and supremum of the set Ψ
to it, and χmin and χmax the respective infimum and supremum of the set X
to it.
Proposition 4. Every triple {(φ, ψ, χ);φ ∈ Φ, ψ ∈ Ψ, χ ∈ X} is associated
to the triple (FX , FY , FZ).
Proof. It only remains to show that (φmin, ψmin, χmin) and (φmax, ψmax, χmax)
are associated to (FX , FY , FZ) if all other elements of the sets Φ,Ψ and X
are.
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As an infimum or supremum of any family of increasing functions is in-
creasing, φmin and φmax are increasing, and so are φ
∗
min(u) =
φmin(u)
u
and
φ∗max(u) =
φmax(u)
u
, since φ∗min = infφ∈Φ φ
∗ and φ∗max = infφ∈Φ φ
∗. Sim-
ilar argument can be used for χ∗min(w) =
1− χmin(w)
w − χmin(w) and χ∗max(u) =
1− χmax(w)
w − χmax(w) .
It is also straightforward to see that φmin(F ) = φmax(F ) = φ(F ) = FX ,
for every φ ∈ Φ and similarly for χmin and χmax.
5 Imprecise Marshall’s copulas and maxmin
copulas
We are now in position to extend the notion of Marshall’s copulas and
maxmin copulas to the imprecise probability setting. There is no unique
way to do it. One might want to consider imprecise copulas of some kind
and insert imprecise marginals into them. However, this approach may not
lead to the desired solution, since the main point of these families of copulas
is that they are induced by shock models. We want to extend these two no-
tions so that this main property would remain true in the imprecise setting as
well. More precisely, if a bivariate distribution CMφ,ψ(F,G) describes a shock
model of Marshall type, then we want to have something along the line of
Proposition 1, especially Condition (iii), to hold; and similarly for the case of
maxmin copulas. Applying an imprecise copula representing a set of precise
copulas to marginals given in terms of p-boxes, would then correspond to
applying a set of copulas to a set of marginals, whereas only some of the
obtained models would have interpretation in terms of shock models.
These are the reasons why we decided for a different approach. Instead
of constructing a general abstract imprecise copula, which would correspond
to cases of interest only in some selected cases, we allow imprecision in the
underlying shock models, and then analyse how the obtained model relates
to the theory of imprecise copulas. The shocks that we denote by X, Y and
Z will now be allowed to have imprecise distribution functions given in terms
of p-boxes. In fact, for technical reasons, we will only allow X and Y to have
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imprecise distributions, while Z will still have a precise distribution function5.
So, we let (FX , FX) and (F Y , F Y ) be p-boxes describing the knowledge about
the distribution of variables X and Y . The precise distribution function of
Z is denoted by FZ .
Denote F = FXFZ , F = FXFZ , G = F Y FZ , G = FXFZ , K = F Y + FZ −
F Y FZ and K = F Y + FZ − F Y FZ . Let
φ = inf{φ : φ is associated to F given FZ}
φ = sup{φ : φ is associated to F given FZ}.
By Proposition 4, φ is the minimal function associated to F and φ the max-
imal function associated to F . Similarly we define ψ, ψ, χ and χ.
The following proposition is an easy consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2.
Proposition 5. Let (FX , FX) and (F Y , F Y ) be p-boxes representing the
available information on the distribution functions of random variables X
and Y , and FZ the distribution function for Z. Further let FX and FY be
distribution functions such that FX 6 FX 6 FX and F Y 6 FY 6 F Y .
Denote also F = FXFZ , G = FY FZ and K = FY + FZ − FY FZ. Then:
(i) F 6 F 6 F ,G 6 G 6 G and K 6 K 6 K;
(ii) There exist φ, ψ and χ : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] associated to F,G and K respec-
tively, such that φ 6 φ 6 φ, ψ 6 ψ 6 ψ and χ 6 χ 6 χ.
5.1 Imprecise Marshall’s copulas
Proposition 5 suggests that the dependence of random variables U = max{X,Z}
and V = max{Y, Z} can be modeled by a family of copulas whose order cor-
responds to the order of the distribution functions of X and Y . Thus, if
the distributions are modeled by p-boxes (FX , FX) and (F Y , F Y ), the corre-
sponding functions φ and ψ belong to intervals of the form (φ, φ) and (ψ, ψ).
This justifies the following definition.
5It has been seen in Subsection 4.1 respectively 4.2 how difficult it is to define the
generating function φ respectively χ so to maintain its order. If we let Z imprecise as well
and let, say, FZ ≤ F ′Z and FX ≤ F ′X then it would be hard to expect that φ ≤ φ′ in general
or vice-versa, no matter what definition of this generator we choose fulfilling the other
conditions. So, maintaning the definition and order of the generators and consequently
the structure of (bivariate) p-boxes seems to be a much greater challenge in this case.
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Definition 5. The family of copulas
CM = {CMφ,ψ : φ 6 φ 6 φ, ψ 6 ψ 6 ψ}, (16)
where φ 6 φ and ψ 6 ψ, and all φ and ψ, including the bounds, satisfy
conditions (P1)–(P3), is called an imprecise Marshall’s copula.
Proposition 6. Let CM be an imprecise Marshall’s copula of the form (16).
Then it contains the minimal and the maximal element with respect to point-
wise ordering:
min
CMφ,ψ∈CM
CMφ,ψ = C
M
φ,ψ;
max
CMφ,ψ∈CM
CMφ,ψ = C
M
φ,ψ
,
i.e. CMφ,ψ(u, v) 6 CMφ,ψ(u, v) 6 CMφ,ψ(u, v) for every copula C
M
φ,ψ ∈ CM and
every u, v ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. We only need to prove that the order on the generating functions
translates to the order on the copulas. So, take some φ 6 φ′ and ψ 6 ψ′ and
calculate:
CMφ,ψ(u, v) = uvmin
{
φ(u)
u
,
ψ(v)
v
}
6 uvmin
{
φ′(u)
u
,
ψ′(v)
v
}
= CMφ′,ψ′(u, v).
(17)
Taking the minimal and maximal functions respectively, thus clearly gives
the minimal and the maximal Marshall’s copula of CM.
Remark 1. Observe that in this case the set of copulas of Equation (16)
actually contains the lower and the upper bound so that the two bounds are
necessarily copulas unlike in the general case of Equation (7) where we may
encounter a problem mentioned immediately following that equation. Note
however, that not every copula lying between CMφ,ψ and C
M
φ,ψ
is necessarily a
Marshall’s copula.
Corollary 2. The pair of copulas (CMφ,ψ, C
M
φ,ψ
) is an imprecise copula in the
sense of Montes et al. [44] satisfying Condition (C).
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5.2 Imprecise maxmin copulas
Similarly as above we define an imprecise maxmin copula.
Definition 6. The family of copulas
CMM = {CMMφ,χ : φ 6 φ 6 φ, χ 6 χ 6 χ}, (18)
where φ 6 φ and χ 6 χ, and all φ and χ, including the bounds, satisfy
conditions (F1) – (F3), is called an imprecise maxmin copula.
Proposition 7. Let CMM be an imprecise maxmin copula of the form (18).
Then it contains the minimal and the maximal elements with respect to point-
wise ordering:
min
CMMφ,χ∈CMM
CMMφ,χ(u, v) = C
MM
φ,χ;
max
CMMφ,χ∈CMM
CMMφ,χ(u, v) = C
MM
φ,χ,
i.e. CMMφ,χ 6 CMMφ,χ(u, v) 6 CMMφ,χ for every copula CMMφ,χ ∈ CMM and
every u, v ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. Recall the definition CMMφ,χ(u, v) = uv+min{u(1−v), (φ(u)−u)(v−
χ(v))}, and that φ(u) − u > 0 for every u and v − χ(v) > 0 for every v. It
follows immediately that the minimum is attained at the pair (φ, χ) and the
maximum at the pair (φ, χ).
Corollary 3. The pair of copulas (CMMφ,χ, C
MM
φ,χ) is an imprecise copula
in the sense of Montes et al. [44] satisfying Condition (C).
Now we relate the imprecise copulas with the shock models with imprecise
underlying distributions, modelled by p-boxes.
Proposition 8. Let X and Y be independent random variables whose dis-
tributions are given imprecisely in terms of p-boxes (FX , FX) and (F Y , F Y )
respectively. Then
(i) the distribution function of the random variable max{X, Y } can be given
in terms of the p-box (FXF Y , FXF Y );
(ii) the distribution function of the random variable min{X, Y } can be given
in terms of the p-box (FX + F Y − FXF Y , FX + F Y − FXF Y ).
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Proof. From the assumptions we obtain:
P (max{X, Y } 6 x) = P (X 6 x, Y 6 x)
= F (x, x)
= FX(x)F Y (x)
and similarly for the upper bounds
P (max{X, Y } 6 x) = FX(x)F Y (x).
Together, the above equalities prove (i).
Note that P (−X < −x) = 1 − FX(x) = Fˆ (x) and therefore P (−X <
−x) = 1 − FX =: FˆX . Denote U = min{X, Y } = −max{−X,−Y }. Then
we have,
FU(x) = P (min{X, Y } 6 x)
= P (max{−X,−Y } > −x)
= 1− P (max{−X,−Y } < −x)
= 1− P (−X < −x)P (−Y < −x)
= 1− FˆX(x)Fˆ Y (x)
= 1− (1− FX(x))(1− F Y (x))
= FX(x) + F Y (x)− FX(x)F Y (x).
This finishes the proof of (ii).
5.3 Application of imprecise Marshall’s and maxmin
copulas to shock models
We now describe the shock model for the Marshall’s case in the impre-
cise setting. Let X and Y be random variables, whose distributions are
given in terms of p-boxes (FX , FX) and (F Y , F Y ); and Z a random variable
with a precise distribution function FZ . To every triple (FX , FY , FZ) where
FX ∈ F(FX ,FX) and FY ∈ F(FY ,FY ), there exist distribution functions F,G
and a Marshall’s copula Cφ,ψ, so that F and G are the distributions of ran-
dom variables U = max{X,Z} and V = max{Y, Z}, and Cφ,ψ(F,G) is their
joint distribution function. In particular, we will denote the minimal gener-
ating functions associated to the triple (FX , F Y , FZ) by φ and ψ, as defined
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by (5); and the corresponding maximal generating functions associated to
the triple (FX , F Y , FZ) by φ and ψ. Moreover, we will denote by F and
G the distribution functions of U and V respectively corresponding to the
triple (FX , F Y , FZ); and by F and G the distribution functions of U and V
respectively corresponding to the triple (FX , F Y , FZ).
Theorem 3 (Properties of imprecise Marshall’s copulas). In the situation
described above we have:
(i) φ 6 φ and ψ 6 ψ.
(ii) φ∗ ◦ F = ψ∗ ◦G and φ∗ ◦ F = ψ∗ ◦G.
(iii) CMφ,ψ 6 CMφ,ψ 6 CMφ,ψ, where C
M
φ,ψ is the Marshall’s copula corresponding
to some triple (FX , FY , FZ), where FX ∈ F(FX ,FX) and FY ∈ F(FY ,FY ).
(iv)
F = FXFZ G = F Y FZ F = FXFZ G = F Y FZ .
(v)
FX(x) = φ(F (x)), if F (x) > 0; FX(x) = φ(F (x)), if F (x) > 0;
F Y (y) = ψ(G(y)), if G(y) > 0; F Y (y) = ψ(G(y)), if G(y) > 0.
(vi) F 6 F and G 6 G.
(vii) The distributions of the random variables U = max{X,Z} and V =
max{Y, Z} are described with the p-boxes (F , F ) and (G,G) respec-
tively.
(viii) CMφ,ψ(F ,G) 6 CMφ,ψ(F ,G);
(ix) The joint distribution of (U, V ) is described by a bivariate p-box
(H,H) = (CMφ,ψ(F ,G), C
M
φ,ψ
(F ,G)).
Proof. (i) follows by Lemma 1; (ii) follows directly from Proposition 1; (iii)
is a direct consequence of (17) and (i); (iv) follows from Proposition 1; (v)
follows by definition; (vi) follows from Proposition 5; (vii) is a consequence
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of Proposition 1; and (viii) follows from monotonicity of Marshall’s copulas,
(iii) and (vi).
To prove (ix), let (H,H) be the bivariate p-box describing the distribution
of vector (U, V ). Using the factorization property we obtain:
H(x, y) = FX(x)F Y (y)FZ(min{x, y}) = CMφ,ψ(F (x), G(y)); (19)
H(x, y) = FX(x)F Y (y)FZ(min{x, y}) = CMφ,ψ(F (x), G(y)). (20)
Remark 2. Point (ix) of this theorem tells us that the “first” part of the
imprecise version of Sklar’s theorem does hold for the bivariate p-boxes rep-
resenting shock models described by Marshall.
Example 3. Consider again Examples 1 and 2, and suppose this time that
we cannot assume precisely given parameters, but instead we consider the
p-boxes (FX , FX) and (F Y , F Y ), where F (x) is an exponential distribution
with parameter λ and F (x) with some parameter λ′ > λ. It is immediate
that F < F holds. Similarly, let F Y and F Y be exponential with parameters
η < η′ respectively. It is also easy to check that φ(u) 6 φ′(u) where φ and φ′
are given by (9) and similarly, ψ 6 ψ′.
So CMφ,ψ 6 CMφ′,ψ′ and the bivariate distribution function of the vector
(U, V ), where U = max{X,Z} and V = max{Y, Z} is then described with a
bivariate p-box (H,H), where the bounds are given by (19) and (20).
We will now present the counterpart of our Marshall’s model for the
maxmin case. As before, let (FX , FY , FZ) be a triple of distribution functions
corresponding to independent random variables X, Y and Z. We allow the
distributions ofX and Y to be given imprecisely in terms of p-boxes (FX , FX)
and (F Y , F Y ). We introduce the random variables U = max{X,Z} and
W = min{Y, Z} and let F and K be their corresponding distribution func-
tions. Furthermore, let CMMφ,χ(F,K) denote the joint distribution function
of the random vector (U,W ). In particular, let φ and χ be the minimal func-
tions associated to the triple (FX , F Y , FZ); and let φ and χ be the maximal
functions associated to the triple (FX , F Y , FZ). The distribution functions
of random variables U and W corresponding to triples (FX , F Y , FZ) and
(FX , F Y , FZ) will be denoted by F ,K and F ,K respectively.
Theorem 4 (Properties of imprecise maxmin copulas). In the above situation
we have:
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(i) φ 6 φ and χ 6 χ;
(ii) φ∗ ◦ F = χ∗ ◦K and φ
∗ ◦ F = χ∗ ◦K;
(iii) CMMφ,χ 6 CMMφ,χ 6 CMMφ,χ where CMφ,ψ is a maxmin copula cor-
responding to some triple (FX , FY , FZ), where FX ∈ F(FX ,FX) and
FY ∈ F(FY ,FY );
(iv)
F = FXFZ K = F Y + FZ − F Y FZ
F = FXFZ K = F Y + FZ − F Y FZ
(v)
FX(x) = φ(F (x)), if F (x) > 0; FX(x) = φ(F (x)), if F (x) > 0;
F Y (y) = χ(K(y)), if K(y) < 1; F Y (y) = χ(K(x)), if K(y) < 1.
(vi) F 6 F and K 6 K;
(vii) The distributions of the random variables U = max{X,Z} and W =
min{Y, Z} are described with the p-boxes (F , F ) and (K,K) respec-
tively.
(viii) CMMφ,χ(F ,K) 6 CMMφ,χ(F ,K);
(ix) The joint distribution of (U, V ) is described by a bivariate p-box
(H,H) = (CMMφ,χ(F ,K), C
MM
φ,χ(F ,K)). (21)
Proof. (i) follows from Lemmas 1 and 2; (ii) is a direct consequence of Propo-
sition 1; (iii) Follows from Proposition 7 and (i); (iv) and (v) follow from
definitions and Proposition 5; (vi) follows from Proposition 5 and together
with Proposition 2 implies (vii).
Clearly, (ix) implies (viii). Therefore we prove (ix) directly. It has been
shown in [49] that the joint distribution function H for (U, V ) has the form
H(x, y) =
{
FX(x)FZ(x) x 6 y
FX(x)[FZ(y) + FY (y)(FZ(x)− FZ(y))] x > y
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The first part is clearly minimized by taking FX = FX and in the second
part, x > y implies that FZ(x) − FZ(y) > 0, and therefore this part is
minimized by taking FX and F Y in place of FX and FY respectively. Thus
implying that H(x, y) = CMMφ,χ(F ,K). The proof for the upper bound is
identical.
Example 4. Suppose again that the distributions for X and Y are given
in terms of p-boxes (FX , FX) and (F Y , F Y ), where F (x) is an exponential
distribution with parameter λ and F (x) with some parameter λ′ > λ, and
similarly F Y and F Y exponential distributions with parameters η < η
′ re-
spectively. Additionally we we now have that χ 6 χ′. The joint distribution
of the vector (U,W ) with components U = max{X,Z} and W = min{Y, Z}
is again given by p-box (21).
Remark 3. The last theorem shows that the bivariate distribution given by
the bivariate p-box (21) is not the right one satisfying the imprecise version
of Sklar’s theorem. Indeed, if this were so, we would need to consider the
boundary copulas applied to the boundary marginals
(CMMφ,χ(F ,K), C
MM
φ,χ(F ,K)),
which however only gives outer bounds for the bivariate p-box (21). Accord-
ing to Proposition 7, the bounds are in general loose.
Remark 4. Note, moreover, that inequality (viii) of the last proposition
does not even imply that CMMφ,χ 6 CMMφ,χ. We have evidence of this
fact provided by some examples, perhaps too computationally elaborate to
be given here, and would also be somewhat off topic. So, although the
pair (CMMφ,χ, C
MM
φ,χ) is in general not an imprecise copula in the sense of
Montes et al. [44], it satisfies the same Equation (21) as the imprecise copula
existence of which is given by the imprecise version of the Sklar’s theorem.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we presented a possible approach to shock model copulas in the
imprecise setting. We have showed that if we want to keep a valid stochastic
interpretation of the models involved we should not introduce the p-box kind
of ordering on the level of copulas, it should be introduced in a deeper layer
on the level of shocks. However, there is a hard to control interplay between
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the global and local shocks so that a clear interpretation of order can be
followed only in one direction: either for local shocks or for global shocks.
We decided to give here the development of the theory in which local shocks
are imprecise and global shocks are precise. We believe that a theory of
roughly equivalent complexity could be obtained if we studied the setting in
which the global shocks are imprecise and the local ones are precise.
It might be quite interesting and definitely worth doing to treat both kind
of shocks in an imprecise way simultaneously. It is not clear how to combine
the orders on distributions of these two kinds of shocks when they come into
an interplay during their action on components (cf. Subsection 3.3). We leave
this challenge for further study.
There are many more questions that are worth to be considered in the
future investigations that this paper is opening. On one hand our imprecise
versions of shock model induced copulas resulted in two constructions of
imprecise copulas in the sense of Montes et al. [44] that satisfy an additional
Condition (C) as seen in Corollaries 2&3. (Recall that this condition has
recently been shown [50] truly additional.) On the other hand, according to
Remarks 3&4, we found a pair of copulas that give some interesting imprecise
information on the problem, i.e. Equation (21), but does not satisfy the
definition of an imprecise copula of Montes et al. [44] and neither it satisfies
the version of the imprecise Sklar’s theorem presented there. Definitely an
observation that deserves further exploration,
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